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Spring Cleaning 

 

With all of the ice and snow on the ground, as well as the 

looming descent of yet another polar vortex, it may feel that 

spring cleaning is a long way off. It is important to remember, 

however, that it is already March, and the warmer weather 

will soon be upon us. This time of year usually centers around 

spring cleaning, painting, and an overall period of fixing up, 

re-tooling, and re-setting things for the new season.  

 

Why should personal finances be any different?  

 

Just like you dust off and reorganize items in your house 

periodically, you should periodically go through your 

personal finances and make sure that everything is up to date 

and relevant. Much like that coat that is hanging in your 

closet that is from 1994, there are undoubtedly areas in your 

personal finances that could use some updating and 

improvement. This week’s roundup follows that same train of 

thought. Clean up, organize, and make it better.  

 

Let’s get started 

 

Here the link to my weekly podcast - The Weekly Business 

Roundup 

 

Weekly Business Roundup 3/2/2014 
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Contact - A Fresh Pair of Eyes 

Feel free to reach out with your 

comments/suggestions or questions. 

afreshpairofeyes88@gmail.com 
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INVESTING TIP/DEFINITION 

SEAN STEIN SMITH - MBA, CPA, CMA, CGMA 

 

Bringing it all together 

 

It might be hard to believe, especially in the Northeast and 

Midwest, but springtime is literally right around the corner, 

and with spring cleaning comes to the usual machinations. 

Washing windows, airing out rooms, painting, and overall 

organizing are all very familiar tasks for this upcoming time 

of year. Things go unnoticed, unattended, and need to be 

reviewed, re-evaluated, and revamped for the remaining part 

of the year.  

 

Personal finances deserve the same level of attention as your 

yard.  

 

At this time of year, as most of the country begins to thaw 

out, it is an excellent opportunity to review the state of your 

personal finances. The fact that it is (approximately) the end 

of the first quarter is a happy coincidence -- if there are issues 

that have sprung up, there is still plenty of time to address 

them so that the impact on your financial year is minimal.   

 

A few things that can be done as part of your personal 

financial spring cleaning are as follows:  

 

1) Review all of the financial statements you have 

received, including tax documents 

2) Make sure that everything is organized and in a 

place you can access readily  

3) Check to make sure that any once-a-year, or twice-

a-year items are renewed and up to date.  

 

Spring cleaning is always good, for the home, lawn, and 

personal finances.  

 

 

What do you think? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

    

A Fresh Pair of Eyes Definition 

Spring cleaning – Usually associated with cleaning out 

closets, washing windows, and prepping the yard for 

spring, this same concept can be applied to cleaning out 

your personal finances.. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Let us know what you think, 

and it might become the topic of a 
blog post or follow up newsletter 

article. 
 

afreshpairofeyes88@gmail.com 

What do you think? 
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Renew it 

 

Are there CDs that auto-renew every spring, insurance policies 

that are paid annually, or other financial matters that occur 

infrequently? Making sure that you are current with all of these 

inconsistent items, as  well as renewing and/or subscribing to 

services that you believe will help you make better financial 

decisions are always good ideas. 

 

  

 

  

 

  

 
 

   
 
 
 
   

 

Review It 

 

One of the most important things to do with any type of 

personal financial matter is to review what you have at this 

point in time. Financial institutions issue statements 

periodically – open them up and take a look at what they say. 

You may be surprised at what is going with your personal 

finances!  
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THE WEEK AHEAD 
Sean Stein Smith - MBA, CPA, CMA, CGMA 

 
 It is always good to recap and to analyze what happened during the past week, which is what I strive to do via the weekly 

roundup podcast (link to it is above).  In addition to analyzing what did happen, it is equally important to look forward to try to 

anticipate how the upcoming events of the week ahead could impact you and your money. That is the point of this column, which is 

broken down into domestic events, as well as the international events that could be of importance to your investments. 

 

Domestic  

Let us start our discussion with the news and economic activity that are 

on the agenda for the U.S. this week. 

Like many of the other weeks recently, this week was full of news stories 

that have the potential to carry forward to this upcoming week and 

continue dominating market headlines. The new Chair of the Federal 

Reserve, Janet Yellen, testified this week in front Congress - the Fed has 

a challenge facing it as it continues to attempt to redefine and re-tweak 

policy in light of new economic conditions. Additional pressure and 

speculation surrounding the financial sector at large has resulted due to 

the bankruptcy filing of Mt. Gox, the most prominent Bitcoin exchange. 

Controversy and acrimonious blame have already resulted from the data 

breaches that occurred during the last several week as investors, 

regulators, and market commentators have descended on both the 

exchange and the Bitcoin industry as a whole.  

Additional corporate stories that are poised to dominate the conversation 

this week include the results of the Berkshire Hathaway's annual 

shareholder meeting (always full of insights and witty commentary from 

Warren Buffett), the continuing issue of data breaches impacting retailers 

(Sears being the most current victim to come forward), and new 

investigations launched into potential conflicts of interest surrounding 

bond issuances by some of the largest Wall Street banksWith these 

decisions impacting interest rates, currency markets, stock markets 

around the world, these (2) stories are sure to dominate the headlines 

moving forward this week.  

Of course, there will be corporate news announced during the week as 

well, so keep your eyes open and check out the blog @ 

http://ssteinsmith.com/ for daily analysis! 

International  

Obviously one of the largest international news stories of this week is the 

ongoing situation that is evolving in the Ukraine. With the president in 

exile, under the protection of the Russian government in Moscow, the 

fact that rival governments are beginning to form, and that several 

thousand Russian military personnel have been deployed to the Crimea 

region have escalated the tensions dramatically. The geo-political 

tensions, in addition to the obvious economic impact that this region has 

on the rest of Europe, will make this story a "must-watch" in the 

upcoming week.   

 

 

 

 

 

What do you think? 

 

Let me know if these tips were 

helpful 

 

afreshpairofeyes88@gmail.com 

Budget Tip – Spring Cleaning for you 

 

Just like you clean up your home, and are now cleaning 

up your personal finances, it is also important to re-visit 

your social media presence and to make sure that is as 

clean and organized as the rest of you. Update your 

LinkedIn profile with any recent professional 

achievement , make sure that your Facebook page is 

under control, and possibly have a friend or family 

member help you prepare a clean, updated, headshot.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Excel - Comments 

 

You have prepared a great spreadsheet and inserted 

comments, but your boss wants a hard copy. How do you 

get your file to print with all of your comments showing?  

Go to the Review tab, and click All Comments. On the 

Page Layout tab, in the Page Setup group, and click 

the As Displayed on Sheet. Voila!  



 

 If you like the newsletter, you 

might also enjoy the book. "A Fresh 
Pair of Eyes - Finance for the Young 
Investor" is available on both Amazon 

and in the Kindle Store.  

 

A Fresh Pair of Eyes - Finance for the 

Young Investor  

 

Personal Financial Planning 

 

A Fresh Pair of Eyes - Personal 
Financial Planning 

 

And my new book - Stocks  

A Fresh Pair of Eyes - Stocks for 

the Young Investor 

 

 

 

afreshpairofeyes88@gmail.com 

 
A Fresh Pair of Eyes  

THE WEEKLY EDITION 
Feedback is Always Welcome! 

Feedback is the key to continuous improvement, so if there are any topics, themes, or stories you would like 

covered in the weekly newsletter, or if there is something you wish to know more about, please send an email to 

afreshpairofeyes88@gmail.com.  

 

Thanks again for reading!  

 

Sean 
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A Fresh Pair of Eyes 
Making Sense of Finance and 

Accounting 
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